General Notes:
1. The slope of the dedicated parking space & adjacent shared area to not exceed 1:33 for a bitumen surface or 1:40 for every other surface.
2. Head room over the dedicated parking space & adjacent shared area to be no less than 2500mm.
3. Mark the dedicated space with the white symbol of access (AS1428.1) on a blue rectangle, 800-1000mm high, with no side more than 1200mm placed as a pavement marking in the centre of the space between 500-600mm.
4. Pavement marking to be yellow & have a slip resistant surface. Refer to AS2890.6 clause 3.2 for details.
5. Flush kerbing only between the dedicated space & adjacent shared area and at the rear of the dedicated space & shared area.
6. Attached style of kerb ramp is not acceptable.
7. The slope of the footpath at the head of the bay is to be no steeper than 1:40.
8. Bollard to be 1300mm high, yellow with red warning strips.